
THERE IS 
THERE ARE



TASK #1

⦿ CHOOSE IN WHAT SENTENCES YOU CAN USE there is 
(there are). 

⦿ 1. В Москве много красивых зданий. 2. Кремль 
находится в центре Москвы. 3. Упражнение 6 на 
следующей странице. 4. На 20-той странице есть 
картинка для описания. 5. В его докладе были 
некоторые ошибки. 6. В этой статье нет ничего 
интересного. 7. Оригинал картины Левитана "У 
омута" находится в Третьяковской галерее. 8. В 
Сибири много крупных рек. 9. Сколько театров на 
Театральной площади? 10. Где находится Большой 
театр? - Он находится на Театральной площади. 
11. В Санкт-Петербурге много исторических 
памятников. 



TASK #2

⦿ MAKE UP THE NEGATIVES AND QUESTIONS OF 
THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES.

⦿ 1. There's a blackboard in our class-room. 2. 
There are some English books on the table. 3. 
There were very many mistakes in your 
dictation. 4. There's a new grammar rule in 
Lesson Four. 5. There was a telegram on the 
table. 6. There was too little ink in my pen to 
write two letters. 



TASK #3

⦿ MAKE UP THE SENTENTENCES OF THE 
GIVEN WORDS. Pay attention to the 
questions and prepositions.

⦿ milk/the glass
⦿ the park/children?
⦿ mice/the box
⦿ under the bed/mouse?
⦿ the bag/pen



TASK #4

⦿ CHOOSE THE CORRECT PREPOSITIONS. 
⦿ I'm Peter and I live ….Germany. ….summer I like 

to travel ….Italy, because of the weather and 
the people there. Last summer I took a plane 
….Munich …. Rom. …. the airport we went to our 
hotel bus. We stopped …. a small restaurant for a 
quick meal. The driver parked the bus ….the 
restaurant. Nobody could find the bus and the 
driver, so we waited ….the restaurant one hour. 
The driver was walking ….the small park …..the 
restaurant which we did not know. So we were 
very angry …. him. But my holidays were great. 



TASK #5

⦿ FILL IN at, on, in, to or by
1. We decided not to go …..car.
2. She studied …..Paris for two weeks.
3. The exhibition …..the art gallery finished last Sunday.
4. I saw Ken …..Dave's wedding.
5. Linda is a student ….Cambridge University.
6. After some years he arrived back …..Scotland.
7. The train arrives ……platform 3.
8. What time did you arrive ……the hotel?
9. Turn left ….the traffic lights.
10. When are you going …..Greece?
11. He was tired and went ……bed
12. The train stopped ……every station.
13. I saw Bill this morning. He was ……a bus which passed 
me.
14. I missed the bus and had to go ……foot.
15. The easiest way to go there is ……underground.



TASK #6

⦿ My sister left her Institute two years ago and went to work to 
Norilsk. She is an engineer and works at a factory. She got a very 
confortable flat last month in a new block-of-flats. It's on the third 
floor. I got a letter from my sister on the fifth of March with several 
pictures of the city and her flat. 

⦿ This is a picture of my sister's flat. Look at it. There's a study and a 
bedroom in it. But there isn't a sitting-room or a dining-room. She 
has a living-room and she uses it as a siting-room and a 
dining-room. There is also a kitchen and a bath-room in her flat, 
but you can't see them in this picture. 

⦿ This is her living-room. The walls in the room are yellow. The 
ceilling's white and the floor's brown. You can see a square table 
in the middle of the room. There's a vase of flowers on it. There's 
an armchair and a lamp in the corner. There's also a piano in the 
room. My sister plays the piano very well. She loves music.

⦿ To the right of the piano you can see a door. It's open. 



TASK #7

⦿ - Can you see a writing-table? 
⦿ - Are there any books on it? 
⦿ - What else is there on the writing table?
⦿ - Is the television set on the table too? 
⦿ - Is there a sofa in the room?
⦿ - Which room's this? 
⦿ - Are there many things in that room? 
⦿ - Which room's that? 
⦿ - Is me sister's flat comfortable?
⦿ - How many rooms are there in her flat?


